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Geotagging: Systematic Anatomization and
Conceptual Model for POI Verification
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Abstract: People have been contributing large amount of data
every day in Geographical Information Portal however to harness
the real power of this tremendous amount of data, it must be
managed efficiently. There are some challenges with this data,
such as authentication and skewedness. Maximum public places
even in a small village must be geotagged to provide better citizen
centric services specifically in developing countries. Hence, it’s a
need of hour to enrich the unique Indian GIS portal "Bhuvan"
with Point of Interest (POI) data where one can find all necessary
information. Although POI on Bhuvan is improving day by day
however to overcome the challenges mentioned above is an
important task. Therefore, a framework is required to expedite the
tagging and authentication process of the tagged data in an
efficient manner to exploit the power of POI data. In this paper,
we have explored the available techniques to improve and verify
the crowd sourced data and propose a conceptual model to
accomplish the objective of verifying and managing the geotagged
data to enrich the portal. A trust rank parameter is introduced to
ensure the quality of the POI data. This will be calculated using
multisource verification model using state of the art open source
technologies available. This verified POI data can be used further
in knowledge Graph creation to get better search facility.
Keywords: Authentication, Crowdsourcing, Point of Interest,
Tagging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various proprietary GIS portals are available where
people are generating a tremendous amount of data. Mostly
this data is not covering all the regions uniformly. Various
studies show that people use to tag famous places a lot, and
same is with the urban data while there is a lack of information
available for rural areas. However, each place has its own
significance and to enrich the geotagged data related to rural
areas, will also help in producing citizen centric services in
these areas. This can be visualized with the help of a scenario
where a road accident has happened nearby any village,
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then the emergency hospital and nearest police station can be
located using geotagged data of that particular area quickly
for people who are not familiar with the place. Hence, it is
vital to get maximum public places to be geotagged with
reliable information. It is an important to find a way to collect
large amount of data quickly. Crowdsourcing is the easiest
method to enrich the Point of Interest data on any GIS portal.
Though there are some challenges with crowdsourced data
like aggregation, verification and management of this data.
Many people can tag the same place with different names like
a worship place, some people may tag it with a temple, others
can tag with the regional name like mandir but both are
pointing to the same place. Hence to aggregate the data and
removing the duplicates without losing the additional
keyword is also necessary step.
Along with this, verification of the crowd sourced data is an
important task because further this data will be used to
provide better public services. To ensure the authenticity of
the crowdsourced data is an important and challenging task.
As of now, validating the crowd sourced data is a manual task
in Bhuvan portal which we have chosen as the case study.
Since manually verifying the large amount of data is
time-consuming process and not feasible hence it is important
to focus on this issue to expedite the task of POI data
collection with quality assurance. Geotagged data in context
would be huge data e.g. Plain xml data size in an open street
map is 1256.3 GB on 1st July, 2020 as per Wikipedia
information [47]. Hence, to manage this data is an intriguing
job. In this study, we have explored various research work
done in all these challenging areas and studied available
methods and techniques at each stage to find the way to
overcome the stimulating situations.
We explored “Bhuvan” GIS portal to understand the
significance of our work with respect to various Indian
scenarios. We have observed that people have contributed
large amount of data on Bhuvan portal but the verification
task is still needed and geotagged data is not synchronized
therefore, searching a place may not give correct results.
Hence, we decided to develop a framework which can help to
overcome above mentioned challenges i.e. data verification,
aggregation and management to harness its true power. Our
proposed system provides a framework to collect, verify,
aggregate and managing the POI data using crowd sourcing
with the help of progressive technologies available. This data
will be further used to generate the knowledge graph to apply
data discovery methods in order to empower the better use in
public utility applications.
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Our proposed solution for POI verification is a novel idea as
per our best knowledge because we are using Lay out map’s
meta data as the ground truth data since it is an authentic
document provided by Indian government. However, we
cannot rely on this data solely as it may change over the
period of time.
Hence, we are applying multiple factors while assessing the
quality of POI data and each factor has its own weightage
which cannot be ignored. Although it will increase the
computation cost but we are using Hadoop map reduce
framework and dividing the verification task into multiple sub
task which can be executed simultaneously. So, the
performance will be improved. Outcome of the verification
task is the value of trust rank parameter which will be
associated with each POI tag data. This research paper is
organized in four sections. Related work done is represented
in section two. In section three, the proposed model is
explained and the last section proposes the conclusion and
future plans to achieve the objectives laid in the proposed
model.
II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, the proposed system must be holistic
which can overcome the challenges cropped up at each stage.
Hence, the existing methods, techniques and approaches
related to each stage was explored thoroughly and presented
in following subsections with headings “crowd sourcing
platform”, “aggregation”, “evaluation of authenticity” and
“knowledge base Creation”. More than seventy research
papers were explored and categorized as per the stages
involved like collecting the data which will be referred in the
paper as crowd sourcing platform, aggregating collected data,
verification of the data and managing the data. Summary of
the research work explored is represented in the form of a
table which will be helpful to get a quick glance of methods,
approaches or techniques used along with the used data set
and important observation of the research work. We have
eliminated the review papers, or the incomplete information
papers from the respective tables. However important
takeaway messages from such papers were included in the
discussion at respective stages. During this study we observed
that mostly verification algorithms were designed for
quantitative data rather than qualitative data. Generic
benchmark frameworks were not tested on real and large data
set. Validation techniques were explored in detail and given in
the subsection under subheading “Evaluation of Authenticity”
of section II. There is no open source framework available
which can be directly applied for mapping, verification and
knowledge base creation for open source GIS portal. For
managing end to end processes including tagging,
verification, aggregation and Knowledge graph creation,
customized solution needs to be developed as per Indian
scenarios. Proposed system is providing end to end solution
for geotagged data collection to knowledge graph generation
for Bhuvan GIS Portal with ensured quality of data even for
less popular places. Study of existing methods and
technologies used at each stage is given in subsequent four
subsections.
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A. Crowd Sourcing Platform
Crowd Sourcing is the practice where large number of
people involved in collecting the data contributing in any
project / task allocated to them [48]. Crowd sourcing would
be a useful tool mainly in Urban Planning, Public Health,
Area Mapping, Smart City and Disaster management
services. Through crowdsourcing, it is easier to capture and
analyze the vast amount of data for better planning and
improving the existing systems such as Traffic management,
Event Management, Area Planning and E-Governance.
Crowdsourcing is a crucial game player in disaster
management and recovery activities due to the direct
involvement of citizens to get the updated information
through various modes like social media and mobile phone
apps. Here in this study, we focused on the crowdsourcing
done in geotagging context. In a review paper, authors
presented the detailed survey about the approaches,
technologies used in crowdsourcing and compared various
platform using different parameters like Definition language,
job support, process control, data management, development,
quality control and public availability [18]. They have tested
the available prototypes and found the scope to improve
motivation of the participants including to make the
opportunity available for workers training. Selected research
work done in crowdsourcing domain are summarized in table
I. As we can see in the table, very few researchers have
worked specifically in geotagging using crowdsourcing
domain. During the study, some challenges were observed in
crowdsourced geotagging which are tag extraction,
aggregation and truth discovery in crowdsourced geo tagging
which needs to be resolved in order to make the maps reliable.
B. Aggregation
As discussed earlier, there may be redundancy in
crowdsourced data hence to manage it efficiently, it should
be analyzed properly and redundant data needs to be
removed. Research work done in this direction were
explored and are summarized in table II.
As we can see various techniques of aggregating
crowdsourced data were proposed like binary labels, Games
with a Purpose, Mturk, voting strategy, EM Algorithm,
confusion matrix-based approach for label estimation,
ZenCrowd, GLAD, Mapco Bayes, SQAURE [26,27].
Threefold architecture for mobile crowdsourcing, mobile
sensing, eHealth, smart grid, additive homomorphic
encryption scheme, Sum and Min aggregate of time-series
data, a privacy-preserving sum aggregation and a point to
point privacy-preserving data aggregation methods were
proposed [45]. Generic benchmark framework was
proposed to compare various aggregation approaches like
MD, HP, ELICE, EM, GLAD, SLME, and ITER [33]. This
issue needs to be looked as per the POI data perspective.
C. Evaluation of Authenticity
In order to ensure the quality of crowdsourced data, there
must be a fool proof method to verify it.
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We studied various available methods and approaches to user’s location tracking using collapsed Gibbs sampling were
ensure the authenticity of collected data. Summary of the used for truth discovery [31].
related work for truth discovery and verification is shown in
Machine learning approach using FLOCK machine
table III. Various methods like repetitive methods, learning platform, randomized Gaussian mixture model
enhancement-based, Probability based graphical methods, (RGMM), iCrowd, an adaptive crowdsourcing
unsupervised models, Truth finder for Spatial Events without
Table- I: Summary of Related Work Done in Crowd Sourcing
Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

Crowdsourcing
framework for
Spatial data [37]

Proposed a generic
crowdsourcing
framework and dealt
with maximum task
assignment problem

2

Crowdsourcing
labels reliability [5]

Dealt with incorrect
label problem to
ensure quality of
crowdsourced data

3

Crowdsourcing
marketplace [36]

Non uniform
distribution of
power in workers of
crowd sourcing
platform

Open governance
model

Data was generated
on crowdsourced
platform

4

A mobile
Application for
crowd sourcing [28]

Active Involvement
and increasing
productivity of the
participants in
crowdsourcing

Interactive Mobile
app for task
assignment

Anonymous and
known Participants
were involved
directly

5

Disaster
management using
crowdsourcing [4]

To enhance
preparedness in
health domain
during disaster

Software platform for
Gateway for users and
server layer to support
backend processing

Test cases were
bespoken with
variety of symptom
and cruciality level

6

Crowd sourcing
enabled machine
learning framework
[7]

Classification and
prediction problem

Measures of
Machine learning
framework

YouTube,
Wikipedia
pages and Monet
paintings were used

7

Crowdsourcing
enabled deep
learning in
biomedical imaging
[1]

Very less ground
truth data available
for biomedical
imaging

Aggnet, a deep
learning enabled
crowd sourcing layer
on Convolutional
neural network was
proposed

CrowdFlower and
MICCAI-AMIDA13
challenge data set

Robust for
noisy labels

Large number
of missing
annotations

Coordination among
citizens and
volunteers during
the disaster

Concepts of situated
crowdsourcing as well
as ubiquitous
crowdsourcing based
on a user-centered
design approach

Author had planned
to test during Kieler
Woche sailing
festival on real data

Seems useful
but testing was
not done to
judge the
performance
and
effectiveness

Needs to tested
and verified

Filtering redundant
information

Image similarity
along with the
analysis of
geolocation and text

Limited testcase
generated. Testing
was planned with
real data in future

Comprehensive
approach which
can be applied
on many areas.

Only histogram
approach is
used for image
similarity. Text
analysis needs
to be enhanced

Sr. No

1

8

Crowdsourcing
enabled disaster
management system
[25]

9

Classification of
crowdsourced feed
[23]
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Model/Methods
Least Location
Entropy Priority,
Close Distance
Priority, greedy
approach for work
assignment in spatial
crowd sourcing
framework
Machine learning
algorithm named as
expectation–
maximization, saddle
point along with
leave-one-outcross-validation
approach was used
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Data Set

Observation

Limitations

Synthetic and real
data set named Yelp
and Gowalla were
used.

Maximized the
assigned task

A better
heuristic needs
to be developed
for spatial
crowd sourcing
domain

TREC 2011 data set
was used

Classification
accuracy was
enhanced by
identifying
reliable labelers
with less training
sample

It was not tested
for another
domain

Improved task
quality and
fairness with the
open governance
model
The indulgent
and functional
values had
balance with
moderate
quality of Horn
Heide
Questionnaire
and
performance
Qualification.
Clusters were
developed for
all level of
priority
The consensusweighted
version
significantly
outperforms for
classification
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Feasibility in
Indian scenario
needs to be
identified

Final
conclusion is
pending

Testing needs to
be done in real
time scenario

Not a
generalized
approach
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Table- II: Summary of Related Work Done in Aggregation of Crowdsourced Data
Sr. No

Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

Model/Methods

Data Set

Observation

1

Aggregation of
crowdsourcing data
[6]

Distinguish
malicious
annotator along with
the quality check

Active learning
strategy with
Bayesian updating
scheme, a BradleyTerry model
framework

Simulated
data was
generated

90% of the best
accuracy was
Achieved

Sr. No

Domain

Model/Methods

Data Set

Observation

Limitations

2

Aggregation of
crowdsourcing data
[38]

Community-based
Bayesian label
aggregation model

CrowdFlower
and
Click Worker

Better performance
and scalable
implementation

Application
areas needs to
analyzed

Datasets
HCB, WB,
WVSCM,
RTE, Meval,
MMSys were
used.

Efficiency depends
on labelling task
and
the environment
where it is deployed

Unreliable
worker’s needs
to be filtered out
automatically

Key Issue
Addressed
Extracting accurate
labels from
crowdsourced
datasets

Limitations
Heuristics for
narrowing
the sample
space needs
to be found.

3

Aggregation of
crowdsourcing data
[12]

Quality of label

Majority voting with
unbiased random tiebreaker strategy

4

Aggregation of
crowdsourcing data
[45]

Investigation of
voluminous crowd
sourced data

Three party
architecture with
Privacy-preserving
Verifiable Data
Aggregation

SOCR open
data was used

Verification cost
remains constant
irrespective of
workers count

Generalization
needs to be done
to apply on
various domain

5

Aggregation of
crowdsourcing data
[17]

Aggregation of
collected label with
social choice
consideration

Axiomatic
framework for
collective annotation

New data set
generated
from
Switchboard
Corpus

Restrictions
e.g. same
category for
each item and
category-exclusivity
used during study

Not explored for
variant category

Component based
architecture with
computing layer
consisting of two
modules, aggregation
and simulation

MD, HP,
ELICE,
EM, SLME,
GLAD,
and ITER
techniques
for
aggregating
the response
was compared

Results
obtained
from EM and
SLME were
most
accurate

Improvements
needs to be done
with respect to
large data size.

6

Aggregation of crowd
sourced data [33]

Performance
comparison of the
available aggregation
technique

Table- III: Summary of Related Work Done in Trustworthiness of Crowd sourced Geotagged Data
Sr. No

Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

1

Geographical data
base
[11]

Detecting and
Resolving
inconsistencies in
a
Gazetteer

Model/Methods

Minimum bounding
Rectangle technique

Data Set

Observation

Limitations

OsmNames,
GeoNames

20% places
relocated to
correct position

The area of
children MBR
must be greater
than or equal to
the known area of
the place

Not suitable for
qualitative data

Quality check
was not
performed

2

Truth discovery in
crowdsourcing
application [31]

Verification of
quantitative data
in
crowdsourcing
scenarios

Additive and
multiplicative model
named, QTF-A and QTFM

Google images
posted on
CrowdFlower

Human factors
were not
involved. It is
suitable for
verification of
quantitative data
but not for
qualitative
data

3

Big geodata and
crowd sourced
gazetteers [35]

Distributed
environment for
big
geodata
processing

Python based Web
crawler, Distributed
Hadoop cluster,
ClouderaManagerWebUI

Data extracted from
web using web
crawler

Complexity of
adding the
elements on map
was reduced by
using geojson
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Randomized Gaussian
Mixture Model with
ExpectationMaximization (EM)
solutions based on
census-taking and
specimen.
Consensus grades
Computation based on
belief propagation,
maximum likely hood
and Cost of
Disagreement, is based
on iterated convex
optimization

Weather Forecast,
Indoor Floorplan,
and Stock Data

Hypothetically
effective
verification
approach.
However, worked
only on continues
attribute.
The Variance
Propagation
algorithm with
DEBIAS, WAvg
and ATT options
performs best.
Reduction in
error is 20%

Suitable only for
continues
attribute

4

Truth discovery in
crowd sourced data
[42]

Identify true facts

5

Data reliability in
crowd sourced data
[2]

Measuring
accuracy of
each contributor’s
data on crowd
sourcing platform

Sr. No

Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

Model/Methods

Data Set

Observation

Limitations

12 datasets from the
UCI database and
amazon mechanical
Turk repository were
used

Performance can
be improved in
case of
imbalanced
dataset

Vote, credit, biodeg,
sick and Income data
set were used

It handled the
imbalanced
multiple noisy
labeling issue
with high
performance
Proposed
algorithm works
on the directly
collected
crowdsourced
data rather than
integrated data.
Cluster based
correction
method
performed better
on both the data
set (multiclass
and binary class)
System learned
the question and
answer
simultaneously
and detected true
answer

6

Crowdsourced data
reliability [15]

Multiple noisy
labels

PLAT algorithm was
proposed based on Active
learning approach for
labeled and unlabeled data

7

Crowdsourced data
classification [20]

Classification of
reliable data

BIMO, Neural Network
based classification
model

8.

Noise correction in
crowdsourced data
[29]

Noisy label
correction

9

Aggregation and
truth
discovery in crowd
sourced data [27]

10

Truth discovery in
crowdsourced
continues data [21]

11

Truth discovery and
task assignment on
crowd sourcing
platform [9]

12

Truth discovery in
crowdsourced data
[3]

13

Trustworthiness of
crowdsourced data
[41]

14

Truth discovery in
crowdsourced data
[42]

Crowd Grader

Suitable only for
numerical data

It is suitable
only in binary
classification.

Improvement in
label quality is
required in case
of very low
noise.

STC (self-training
correction) and Clusterbased correction
algorithms were
proposed.

Binary and
multiclass data set
were used

Choosing most
reliable
information
among
various sources

Probabilistic Model to
learn most reliable source

Game, SFV, KBP
2013 dataset

Verifying truth
under dynamic
scenario

Incremental Truth
discovery framework

HAM weather,
Wunderground
(Wund)2, World
weather Online
(WWO)3 data sets

Guaranteed
convergence

Temporal
relations can be
used to improve
the integration
performance

Adaptive graph-based
task Assignment
framework

YahooQA and Item
Compare data sets

Proposed
solution
performed better
for instant task
assignment

Focused on task
assignment with
answer either yes
or no

Partial ordering and
belief function
framework along with
Sums and adapted Sums
models for fact confidence

DBpedia and
Author dataset

Non conflicting
assertions were
recognized

Other features
need to be
analyzed to
improve the
performance

Multi-source information
trustworthiness
analysis machine learning
framework

Orbitz, Priceline,
and TripAdvisor
(2013) datasets

Inconsistent
information was
found correctly.

Efficient
factorization
methods

Randomized Gaussian
Mixture Model

Weather Forecast,
Indoor Floorplan,
and Stock Data

Effective
approach with
theoretical
guarantee for
continues
attributes

Suitable only on
continues
attribute

Knowing
worker’s accuracy
and assigning the
task instantly on
crowdsourced
platform
Investigating
for
reliability and
correctness of
crowd
sourced data
Detecting false
information while
considering multi
source
information
Convergence of
the truth in crowd
sourced data
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15

Truth discovery in
crowdsourced data
[39]

Uncertainty of
truth
value if in case of
multiple reliable
facts

Kernel Density
Estimation approach

TripAdvisor
Population(outlier)
and unimodal
synthetic data sets

16

Classification of
noisy label in
crowdsourced data
[24]

Noisy label
classification

Robust personal classifier
model

Breast cancer
dataset -UCI

Identification of
out dated POI

Semi-Supervised
Verification, classifier
(SVM, c4.5, bagging),
learning algorithms like
RBF, network, Adaboost,
SVM and bagging were
used

Yellow page website
and open data

Model/Methods

Data Set

17

POI verification [8]

Sr. No

Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

POI Management
[43]

18

POI collection
and management

POI Tag refinement
[46]

19

POI tag
refinement

Service oriented
architecture using Baidu
Map API, geo server
Collaborative learning
framework with multilabel
classification approach

With the
confirmed
single truth
value, it
performs well
for utmost
claimed in
various sources
High
Classification
accuracy and
highly capable
to detect the
spammers.
Improvement
was observed in
case of SVM in
case of first
data set.
Accuracy was
low for open
data set
Observation

Baidu Map data

Collection and
management of
the POI data

Beijing and Chengdu
data set

Various data
sources were
used to
construct
feature for tag
refinement

It works only for
single truth
existence.

Empirical
comparison
of models is
required.

More sources
should be used to
get the data and
accuracy needs to
be improve in case
of open data
Limitations
No way to verify
the collected poi
data

Framework can be
used only for tag
refinement

Table- IV: Summary of Related Work Done in Knowledgebase Creation
Sr. No

Domain

Key Issue
Addressed

Model/Methods

1

Knowledgebase
creation
using crowd sourcing
platform [19]

2

Knowledgebase
creation
using crowd sourcing
platform [44]

Knowledgebase
construction in cloud
computing

Rule engine and
service-based
architecture was used

3

Knowledgebase
creation for health care
data [34]

Knowledgebase
construction in
Chinese

Data collected from
multiple origins, mixed
automatically to
construct Knowledge
base.

Automatic
knowledge base
creation

Three interrelated
layer system for
extraction, reasoning,
and human feedback.
CRF(Viterbi),
Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC)
inference, and
approximate string
matching for text
analysis

4

Knowledgebase
creation using crowd
sourcing
[40]

Knowledgebase
construction
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Crowdsourcing based
blackboard model with
linked data
representation
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Data Set
Multilingual
frequently
asked
questions in a
domain of
rental
apartments, e
learning
content
Weather fact
display,
schedule fact
displays and
schedule notice
rules were used
Healthcare data
extracted from
conventional
website and
Chinese
references

Text corpus
data set

Observation

Limitations

A crowdsourcing
platform was
proposed to create
knowledge base.

Evaluation is
required

A framework to
collect, infer and
manage the facts
along with
Knowledgebase.

Knowledge base
and rule engine
were designed in
a single node.

Knowledge base
was created with
135,484 entities
with 26821
symptom entities

Specific to
Chinese
healthcare
domain.

Proposed system
is consisting of
three components
such as
extraction,
reasoning and
human feedback.
As per the author,
it can be used in
various
application
domain

Testing required
for scalability
and efficiency.
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5

6

Knowledgebase
creation
[22]

Knowledgebase
creation using crowd
sourcing
[16]

Entity classification
and linking

Data collection using
Crowd sourcing
method

A linked graph and
coordinated inference
method were used

Knowledgebase
creation by
extracting data from
crowdsourcing
platform

framework, QTF-A and QTF-M, and graph-based estimation
model were proposed which ensures the truth discovery in
crowdsourcing environment [17,27,31]. Multi-source
information trustworthiness analysis framework and
fine-grained truth discovery model were proposed to find the
truth in crowdsourced generated data [26,27]. RPC model,
PLAT algorithm, Neural network-based approach, STC and
Clustering based algorithm were proposed to correct Noisy
and unlabeled data which is an important part of the truth
discovery [24,29,30].
As we can see, very few have proposed methods to verify
geotagged data. There are many challenges like most of the
truth discovery algorithm works for quantitative data not for
qualitative data. There are major issues for noise label
detection and removal before aggregation.
Generic benchmark frameworks were not tested on real
and large data set. Researchers worked for POI verification
in recent years like identifying the out dated POI, tag
refinement using machine learning approach etc. [8]. Most
of the work done for geotagging, quality assurance was
achieved either by using social media data or contributor ’s
trust factor, which may not be correct in some cases. In
proposed system, multiple sources are used to ensure the
quality of geotagged data.
D. Knowledgebase Creation
Knowledge base is the vital component in the GIS
framework. With the power of crowd sourcing, huge amount
of data can be collected but to make this data a
knowledgebase, it’s important to represent the facts in an
efficient manner. Various previous work done related to
knowledge base creation were explored but we have picked
only those who have worked on crowdsourced data.
Summary of the selected work is given in table IV.
Blackboard model-based method to link the relevant data
[19] rule engine and SOA based knowledge base creation
[44], automatic data fusion to create the Knowledge base
were adopted and implemented [33]. MADDEN, MPP,
PROB, CIIGA were used for automatic knowledge base
creation [40]. LMKB, Ontological data representation and
APIs for knowledge base creation were implemented [19].

YAGO,
Wikipedia
and
TAC-KBP2013

Reasonably high
accuracy

2011 DBLP
dataset

Responses
received
through
Mechanical
Turk were more
accurate to
emphasize the
crowdsourcing

Tool should be
designed to
measure the
important
properties

feasible. Proposed system will allow users to geotag the
locations which will be further verified automatically using
social media data along with the layout plan provided by
Indian government using GIS techniques involved. All the
POI data will be arranged in hierarchy with the help of data
mining algorithms to generate a knowledge graph.
Component diagram is shown in figure1. There are mainly
four components with label A, B, C and D. Component A is
the process to get a georeferenced layout plan along with the
asset attribute table. To get the authorized layout plan as
georeferenced, we are using QGIS software. As an outcome
of this processing, we get the attribute list along with the
shapefile. Important features of the attribute table are shown
in table V. We have created a broad category of POI like
commercial, residential, health care etc. Category of each
asset is also obtained while preparing the attribute list using
QGIS and will be used during verification of POI as one of the
criteria. Component B is the Web Portal which facilitates the
registered users to geotag or search any POI. It also provides
the gateway to super users to manage the entire system
including all necessary master data management. Domain
expert users are already part of this system and they also
contribute their field information using this portal. This portal
also connects various government departments so linking
various heterogeneous data will give a strong fact for the
knowledge graph which will be used to derive useful
information.

Fig. 1.Component Diagram of Proposed System

III. PROPOSED MODEL
During this review process, we observed that there is no
open source GIS portal framework available which can
directly cater the need of enriching the Indian GIS portal with
verification process of the crowdsourced data. As the POI
data will grow, manual authentication process will not be
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B. Map Reduce Functions
As shown in figure 1, component C “Map reduce functions”
are used for each parameter checking. Each function emits the
rank value based on the single criteria and reducer will
combine the rank values and emit a single final value.
Open Street Map, map my India and google map are used as
other web sources to get the info on given POI. API name and
access cost are given in table VI. Each source gives different
feature names in JSON records. Hence, preprocessing of the
json record needs to be done for getting the uniform features.
After cleaning of JSON data, the category is predicted and
matched with the ground truth data. As per the match result,
rank value is assigned.
Similarly, the same POI data is checked for domain
expertise and user’s locality and the rank value is emitted
accordingly.
Once all the map functions are executed, reducer will finally
calculate a single value using all these individual values
emitted by each map function. This value is sent back to GIS
portal database and attached with the respective POI. All the
verified POI data is arranged in a hierarchical manner and a
knowledge graph is generated which can be used further for
various applications.

Fig. 2.Digitization of LayOut Plan
Table-V: Sample data obtained from QGIS
Asset Id
18

Khasra/plot Name
Latitude Longitude
no.
description
E.S.I.
28.378152 76.9091075
0
Dispensary
1388
323

Category
HealthCare

Table- VI: API usage policy
Sr. no.

Source

API

Price

1

Google

Geocoding

INR356.774999997

Mapmyindia

Rev Geocode

No /1K
charges
for 200
requests
transaction/day

Open Street Map

Reverse

Not Applicable

2
3

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Component C is a verification process for POI data based
on Hadoop map reduce framework. POI data which needs to
be verified, will be searched at three different web sources
using supported APIs of the corresponding service provider.
Return values of these API are different in format, hence data
preprocessing is required. This cleaned data is sent to
different map functions to calculate the rank value. Reducer
will collect all the rank values calculated for the POI and emit
the final rank values. Trust rank calculation is explained in
detail in below subsection A.
Component D is the Knowledge graph generation process
which uses the verified data.
This data is arranged in a hierarchical manner to get the
relationship between these facts. Inference engine will help to
make the search efficient.
In order to ensure the trustworthiness of the collected POI,
quality must be verified. Therefore, a trust rank is calculated
and associated with each POI. The higher the value of trust
rank means the greater the reliability of data. Method of trust
rank calculation is described in below subsection.
A. Trust Rank Calculation
Trust rank is calculated based on multiple parameters like
user’s domain expertise, locality, availability in layout map
data and in various web sources. During the search on various
web sources, it starts with the exact match of the latitude,
longitude value. However, in case of unavailability, precision
is reduced by ten meters. Based on the precision, rank value is
assigned. According to each parameter, rank value is
calculated and final value is the sum of all the individual rank
values. This is done using the Hadoop map reduce framework
which is explained in the section below.
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Crowdsourcing is the easiest way of POI data collection but
at the same time quality may be a concern for this data.
Therefore, in this paper, we studied the verification methods
and approaches related to geotagging data collected using
crowd sourcing. Paper described a multi-source
authentication method for Point of Interest data collected via
crowdsourcing techniques. These sources are meta data of
layout maps, user locality information, domain expertise and
social media data available on different web sources.
Digitization of the layout map is done to get the attribute table
using QGIS client. Government departments have already
started the digitization process hence getting an attribute table
will not be an issue during the production stage of the
proposed methods. Hadoop map reduce framework is being
used in order to make the process efficient. However, we need
to evaluate the performance in case of separate jobs for each
mapper versus single job for all the mapper functions. More
study is required to generate the automatic knowledge graph
from this verified POI data. As a future plan, we shall develop
the automatic knowledge graph generation using POI data.
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